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To restore and promote some of their most famous heritage trails thanks to $2 million from the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and the Arts.

The Douglas Trail.

The NPTGS board and support staff are hard at work consulting with communities, heritage groups, regional districts and First Nations to get shovels in the ground as soon as this fall. The project reflects the NPTGS' goal of increasing economic activity along these historic routes.
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NPTGS hopes to use the grant to leverage additional infrastructure.

The documentary tells the tale of the Canyon War: The Untold Story.

Heritage Canada, CN and BC150.

The material gathered by the researchers will be used to develop tourism economic opportunities throughout the region. The NPTGS support staff
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Symposium offers teachers hands-on history lesson

Organized by NPTGS support staff, Event Coordinator Gisele Marion
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The call gave him butterflies within the heritage tourism and academic sectors and to make better use of existing heritage assets to enhance the classroom experience.
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From the Chinese Railway Worker's Monument...